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To address the systemic economic injustices that
perpetuate poverty and lack of access to life and
community-sustaining resources through supporting,
strengthening, and advocating economic justice ministries
within The Episcopal Church.
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C003 - On Affordable Housing
D021 - Support for Child Labor Protections
D044 - Task Force on Church Property
Development
D057 - Advocate for Housing Solutions
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ENEJ is funded by membership dues received from
individuals, congregations, diocesan committees and
other organizations. Its purposes are to provide a
communication network, assist members in the
development of resources, and advocate economic
justice issues.
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Tip Guidelines for
Housekeeping

Hospitality industry workers, particularly those not
supported by a union are very low wage earners. The
U.S. Bureau for Labor Statistics indicates 5.7% of
laborers in the hospitality industry are unionized. These
workers are significantly more behind the scenes than
other leisure/service industry workers, like bell hops
and restaurant servers. And as a result are less likely to
be compensated for their time and effort. Some hotels
recently began offering for guests to opt-out of
housekeeping by largely cleaning the room themselves.
This practice directly takes a job away from an already
marginalized population of laborers; please continue to
opt for housekeeping whenever possible.

It is a kind and just practice to leave tips for
housekeepers. It does not go unnoticed and is
appreciated. Standard tips are $10 per day occupying a
room, but given the shortened convention please
consider giving $20 per day!

Please tip each day, because staff may change, using the
envelopes provided by the Episcopal Network for
Economic Justice and indicate it is for housekeeping.
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